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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Daniel Libeskind

Slamp Cordoba LED Suspension

The Cordoba suspension light is an architectural expression of
contrasting geometric forms arranged into a sculpture that exudes
originality. Designed by Daniel Libeskind, this suspension is
inspired by the Spanish Cordoba and its architecture. It impresses
because of its size alone, and above all because of its remarkable
shape. The jagged geometry is typical for Libeskind's work and
turns Cordoba into a strong design statement which thrills
architecture lovers.

This unique luminaire is crafted using Cristalflex®, a more
resistant type of plastic that was patented by Slamp themselves
and can be shaped in complex ways: the stunning silhouette, with
its asymmetrical outline, appears to be made up of disconnected
fragments. Cordoba is hand crafted and offers varying points of
view even when it is seen as a whole - close attention has been
paid to maximize its illumination. Each element of this piece was
created following an algorithm designed to harmoniously diffuse
light into your space.

Because of its size and remarkable charm, Cordoba is ideal for
larger rooms and halls with high ceilings. It is perfect for public
interiors, but Cordoba also appeals in private homes, because of
its warm white light, neutral colour and the high performance
integrated LEDs which can be dimmed and provide a comfortable
lighting atmosphere in your home.

Cordoba Slamp Pendant Lamp is a magical suspension lamp that
will give any room sense of majesty with different end points.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

130W, 2900K, 15,000 Lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via Push/1-10V dimming systems.
Please consult your electrician, additional wiring
may be required on site.

Dimensions: Length: 104cm
Width: 76cm
Height: 55cm
Drop: 20-600cm
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